NOTES:
1. Wire mesh shall be full width of sidewalk minus 2", and centered over the pipe.
2. On-site drainage and location of curb outlets shall be by owner to the satisfaction of the City.
3. Drain pipe shall be steel (Ga. 10 min.), PVC, or as approved by the City.
4. If multiple conduits are used, space 4" clear between each pipe.
5. Maximum rectangular pipe shall be 3" x 6".
6. Sidewalk shall be removed to the nearest score line.
7. If sidewalk and curb are not contiguous, curb may be cored. Dowel (N) sidewalk into (E) curb with 12" long #3 rebar, 36" O.C. with 3" embedment into the curb.
8. If sidewalk and curb are contiguous, pour monolithic with wire mesh extending into the curb.
9. Dowel (N) sidewalk into (E) sidewalk @ 36" OC with #3 x 12" bars.